
10/0/71 
Dear Js, 

As you will realise, there is no urgency in this note. It is aprt of a esais a, which 
am trying to work ray way out of a depression covered in enc,osures I rosuwe that, in the 

course of time you'll read.. It leaves me in a state of mina in w.ich 1 thiilL 	h:tter not 
do any writins; or editing. (I have, as a matter of fact, aoaoletea the rea(Sing of the second of the two earlier parts of P1-i and J-d1 has cosipletea the typing of the Ord.) 

If we could enjoy the luxury of energies only, no "friends"! 

First, what 1 hope will please you: Lin has been working away at the blanket. I do 
not know how you will react, but she has about 6" of it done and I think it is attractive, in the colors and in the atitch.. She had used a different stitch in this one and. a different yarn, one brat is machine tashable. The final ap earance if of herringbone. The purpose it to 	 it ravel-proof. the extra effect it to almost double the thiciniess, anich is a fine think in a blanket that it to do more than decorate. and not long ago, sin ah,wed no her 
worked-out desipa  "Jenifer" wilt be a single lines, as will 10 April 1971 (my stepfather's:  boethday, two days aft r mine, six before Lil t s). She has theacharacter worked out to scale' 
and has overcome the problem of the slant in the letters where the stitch aives a snail 
square effect. To are both enjoying this. But the toughest part lies ahead for liar. .31ac t ll 
enjoy that .::oat, because it is a bit tougher, 

The other . things is this: do you 1,a-now anythin about the 6hi 	hells yndicato thaat 
makes it worse tuna what I would assuwe about any? A (nice) reporter frold the ri.Dif was here 
two days ago and through him I'm making a couple of pitches. If I do not caasst success, 
there 7i.s always the remote chance that lightening will strike. 

I have the IL:OaL:1,111 10/11 on the Ula/ marchetti, if you ol.; that, Le ska. 

I t ink that the tree things bugsing me most today are the failure of the deferal 
fink not omit' to come but not to let we knot he wasn't until mid-morning; the inheresnt 
danger of (4Tilta poorly-kept secret; and the unpleasantness of having to go to my bank  
tat less than an hour and bed indulgence when a crooked bastard of a publiShers owes me 
more than thrice what I am duo t0 pay the bank Sunday, which Means today; rind_ an insurance 
company owes me twice that. I had, ih fact, expected to use these fUnda to pay next year's 
entire interest and not have that to worry about and nut what 141 coodidered the iiinimum we'd need for minimu), subsistence for the next four-sox months aside she can 1-Lesp it aside, too, thank God) and to put the rest on principia. This should have taken care of this year's 
overdue) and next' s,for we can probably just make do on what Lil will sake beginning in 2:-1- months and lasting three of this six. 

:ruse you both feel better than I do! 


